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PREFACE

he present book is basically the outcome of a brief
research which was undertaken between 1996 and
1997. It involves both primary information collected

and collated from the field work which was carried out
mainly in six villages and a few small towns of Sikkim,
including Gangtok - the state capital. The data was personally
gathered by me. Apart from the field work quite a substantial
data was added through the secondary sources. I must,
however, add that all the secondary sources data have not
been used here, taking into consideration of the present
project. The data so gathered may later be used for a more
theoretical endeavour.

The present study has not attempted at making an
ethnography of the practice of traditional medicines among
the Bhutia and Lepcha people, among whom the work is
concentrated, since quite a lot of work has been carried
already out on this by the earlier ethnographers right from
the colonial period. It rather attempts at revealing the extent
of dependence of different medicinal practices as it exists
now and examine if there has been any substantial change
from the past. For this some description of the medicinal
practices have been provided through review of literature.
The trend which was noticed has been at the end linked to
the issue of ethnicity, which is a key player in the social
dynamics of the state.

Once again I would like to reiterate that the scope of the
piesent study is of a limited nature. However, it provides
ceitain indications which later can be made use of for a more
substantive research.

J.J. ROY BURMAN
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lives of the Lepchas. These two volumes more or less provide
a very comprehensive picture of tlie ritualistic dimension of
native aetiology. Similar descriptive accounts are also available
in the later studies by some of the local people, like Foning or
even in the western stints - as dealt by Barbara Aziz. Taking
this into consideration the present study does not aim at
repeating such descriptive accounts of the ritualistic dimension
of medicinal practices of the local tribals. It tries to draw an
emphasis based on a particular line of political economy -
mainly to make an initiation into the topic. This is evinced
from the detailed review ofliterature onmedical anthropology
and tribal medicinal practices.

The Objectives of the Study:

The present study is basically an exploratory study of the
traditional tribal medicinal practices which are prevalent among
the autochthonous tribal population of the state, i.e. the
Bhutias and Lepchas (BL people) who constitute about 24% of
the population. The study is kind of a pilot survey which
provides with certain clues rather than providing any solution
to the given problems. It, however, is by no means an
ethnography documenting the methods of healing. It makes
an attempt to presentplace the actual practice the BL people
follow for their treatment ofthe sick people. The study places
some of the recent changes which the communities are
witnessing into their traditional practices. Some attempt has
been made to link this with the evolution of the traditional
system which is the outcome of a political shift from being a
buffer land to tliat of a national state. It has been attempted at
the end to rationalize the persistence of the system in term of
the ethic shifts. The objectives of the study are broadly as:

1. To study the concept of diseases and sickness among the
Bhutia and Lepcha people.

2. To study tlie different methods of treatment undertaken
by the people.

3. To examine tlie health policies undertaken in Sikkim
since tlie historical periods under the amorphous political
kingship, protectorate status and after the amalgamation
with the Indian state.
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4. To document the different facilities - infrastructure
available in tlie state - provided by tlie state and private
bodies.

5. Document the recent changes in the health practices of
tlie people keeping in view of tlie government policies
and infrastructural facilities.

Methodology:

Being basically an exploratory study, no hypotliesis testing is
involved in tlie study. However, a theoretical underpinning
was added to the study tiiat tribal medicinal practices are not
merely superstitions, but are mamfestations of the political
economic situations. Their persistence to the present date is
tlierefore is linked to certain extent the overall policy of the
state not only towards the healtli policy but to the basis fabric
of their social existence.

Taking the above view into consideration, the preset
study did not, just orient to the field situation but it also
looked into the general conditions of living and some of the
key social issues which are effecting the two tribal
communities. For this quite abit of research was done flirough
tlie secondary source material - by collecting the data from
libraries and government departments.

The field data were collected personally by me byvisiting
the villages. Two of the four districts of the state were
covered for this purpose - tlie South and North districts.
These two were particularly selected as the North district l^
the liighest percentage of tribal population (55.38) and the
Soutli district has tlie least (16.91). The three villages each
were chosen on tlie basis of the distance from the district
headquarters, and the concentration of the Bhutia and Lepcha
people. While Kabi is amixed village located at the southern
corner of the district far from Mangan, the district
headquarters, Dzongu and Lachung are preserves of the
Lepcha and Bhutias respectively, in tlie North district. Dzongu
is located right across Mangan, about 5 km away (the entry
point). Lachung is located at tlie nortliern most point of the
district, far from Mangan.

The three villages in tlie Soutli district were similarly
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BRIEF BACKGROUND OF

THE REGION
Physical Background Of Sikkim In Brief

^^kkim is asmall mountainous state with an area of 7096
^^^sq.km and is stretched over 112 km from nortFTt^

south and 64 kms from^stlo~u^. It lies between 27°
00'46" to 28° 07'48" North latitude and 88° 07' 58" to 88° 55'25"

East latitude (census of India: 1981). To its nT)rth lies the
Tibetan plateau, to the west, the kingdom of Nepal; to the
east, the kingdom of Bhutan and to the soutli, the Darjeeling
disti ict of West Bengal. The state is divided into four districts
North, South, East and West districts (Fig. 3.1).

Sikkim being a part of the Himalayan range is an
extremely rugged region spread with high mountain peaks
and deep gorges and-valleys. The elevation of the hills range
between 300 to 7000 meters, with mount Kanchenjunga
measuring 8598 meters as the highest of all and third highest
peak in the world.

Altitude is the main factor of controlling the climate and
weather condition of the state relief features such as high
mountains act as barriers for the movement of monsoon
winds. Low temperature, high rainfall on windward slopes,
comparatively dryonthe lee-ward side and heavy precipitation
in the form of snow at mountain tops are the main features of
the climate in Sikkim. Due to sharp edged mountains
throughout the state, there is a large variation in rainfall and
temperature in the state. The mean annual rainfall varies
from 2000 mm to 400 mm.
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BACKGROUND OF

MEDICINAL SYSTEM IN

INDIA AND SIKKIM

n this chapter we will first describe the background
of traditional medicinal system in India and then deal
with the Sikkim scenario as it evident from the earlierg>

studies.

Medical System in India

It is important to realise that any medical system operates in a
society according to the prevailing environment in the region-
mainly socio-political. Even the cultural manifestations of the
society operates within these parameters. If this is accepted,
one also must understand that the medical system among the
tribals too follow these attributes. Therefore it is utmost
necessary to understand the political ambience within which
the society exists in general and the specific health policies
edified by the ruling system. Accordingly before we look
into the traditional medicinal practices among the BL people,
let us first place in brief, the healtli policy in broad by which
the country has been guided since the British period.

The modern medical system in India was initiated with
the coming of the British. The first modern medical college in
India was established in 1835; the number of colleges was
gradually increased to twenty two during the colonial period.
The pattern of care provided by the allopathic doctors reflected
in needs of the colonial power, i.e., care for the British
administrator and army officials. There was also a gradual





THE VILLAGE CASE

STUDIES

this chapter the case studies of the six villages
I where the rapid survey was carried out is being

C/ presented. At first the three villages covered in the
North District will be presented. Later the three villages
covered in the South District will be provided.

L NORTH DISTRICT

Kabi Village

Location: Kabi is a famous village of Sikkim which is located
about 20 kms north of Gangtok, the state capital. The village
is well known particularly due to the shrine which
commemorates the historical blood treaty between the
legendary Bhutia chieftain Khye Bumsa and the wizardly
Lepcha chief called Thekong Tek in the historical times. The
shrine is located within a big sacred grove which is visible
from a distance.

Administratively, Kabi falls within the Sikkim North
district. It falls on tiieGangtok-Mangan road. Mangan happens
to be the head quarter of the North district and is located
about 40 kms from Kabi. Kabi is a village of moderate size,
having over 250 households. But its physical dimension is
quite considerable - stretching almost 8 kms in length. Its
width is not less than 4kms. Total area of the village within
the revenue blocks, however, only 1300 hectares. Rest is
iMider the government possession.

The village is at an elevation ol about 5000 ft, spanning
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OBSERVATION AND

CONCLUSION

this chapter we will briefly comment on the trend of
the medicinal practices among the Bhutias and Lepchas
as has been evident from the case study of six villages

- three each in the North and South districts respectively. It
must, however, be stated thai: the conclusion which we will
derive here is tentative, as because the study here has been
basically exploratory in nature- a kind of pilot survey. The
conclusion drawn may provide a direction which can be
subsequently followed up through a detailed study.

1. The religious feelings among the Bhutias and Lepchas -
Buddhists, Bons or ChrisHans is extremely deep rooted
and explicit. They are extremely god fearing and strongly
believe in the supernatural forces. They believe different
forms of spirits good and bad dwelling in different
nooks and corner - in the water spots, dales, caves, roc
slnelters, trees and even in the houses.
The faith in religion does not appear to be recedmg

among the Bhutia and the Lepchas, neither in the villages nor
in the urban areas.

The government of Sikkim also appears to be giving in
to the public religious demands and for the last '
has been adding one more and more public lo ic ays
celebration the religious festivals. Dawa Saga ^a

d(iy, fof imtMe is OIW
2. Except for the Christian households of South Sikkim




